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1: Letters, Numbers, Colors & Shapes Activity Pages, eBook - Beth Barber - Google Books
Earth Shapes Activity Book, Story time just got better with Prime Book Box, a subscription that delivers hand-picked
children's books every 1, 2, or 3 months.

Construction paper in a variety of colors Safe scissors Pencils or crayons Discuss with the students all the
people around them that do kind things. Think of people in the school such as custodians, volunteers, aides,
other teachers, and even their own classmates. Then suggest that the students prepare hearts to give to
someone to thank them for an act of kindness. Fold a piece of construction paper in half and draw one half of a
heart on the fold as shown. Prepare enough to provide one for each student. Then instruct the students to cut
on the bold line, leaving the paper folded. Hold the folded part in one hand and cut with the other hand. Open
it up to produce a heart shape. At each table provide a heart that you, the teacher, have done so that the
students can copy it. Keep a basket of these hearts handy. Helping me when I fell on the playground Sharing
your toy with me Baking cookies for our party Cleaning our school Teaching me a new game slide 4 of 5
There are many ways to practice making hearts and increase fine motor skills: Use play dough to make hearts.
Paint hearts in a variety of colors on white paper at the easel. On a warm day, use a bucket of water and a
paintbrush and paint hearts on the playground. Pour salt or sand in a baking tray with sides. Trace hearts with
your pointer finger. Use buttons, cereal or small counters to form a heart. Be aware of students who tend to put
foreign objects in their mouths to avoid choking hazard. Then instruct the students to color all of the hearts on
the paper. Individually, ask each student to name the other shapes. When you plan a unit for preschool shapes ,
hearts will probably be a familiar shape for the students already. Use the hearts to spread kindness and
gratitude while you continue to "shape-up" your students with this fun unit. Little, Brown Young Readers,
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2: FREE PRINTABLE SHAPES ACTIVITY BOOK
TAGS: shapes for kids,toddler activity books ages , early learning activity book, preschool color and activity book,
alphabet books for preschoolers, kindergarten activity book, shape books for kindergarten.

Children will practice recognizing shapes while using gross-motor skills. In an open area of the room, use
masking tape to form very large geometric shapes on the floor or use large cut-out shapes taped securely to the
floor. Aim to have at least three each of the basic shapes: Walk around each shape and name it with the help of
the children. Next, invite children to identify matching shapes. Now, who can stand on another triangle?
Remember that children may not know the shape names and will need clues to know to which shape you are
referring. Put on gentle music and invite two or three children to walk around the outside of a shape. Start
them at the top or at a corner of the shape and have them walk slowly around the edge, moving clockwise. Ask
them to try to stay on the tape lines or on the edge of the cut-out shape, like a tightrope walker. The object of
the game is for everyone to find a particular shape to stand on when the music stops. Nobody is "out" because
everyone works together to squeeze onto the shape. Play music and encourage them to move around the
shapes in any way they wish. Then stop the music and name one of the shapes for example, "circle". Tell
children to stop moving and find a circle to stand on. Once everyone has at least a toe touching a circle,
applaud the children for cooperating so well. Ask children to cut out bread shapes using soft sliced bread and a
variety of geometric - shaped cookie cutters. Fill several plastic bowls with fruit spread, peanut butter, cream
cheese, and sliced cheese. Provide each child with a plastic knife. Invite them to make a sandwich with their
bread shapes. Younger children may need assistance spreading food items onto their bread.
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3: Shapes | KidsSoup
Printable Toddler Shapes Activity Book I'm sure you do if you have a destructive toddler like mine and if you don't then
you will soon learn or your just lucky and I'm slightly jealous of you. After creating the files for this activity book, I printed,
laminated and hole punched each page for the book part of the project.

You can read our full disclosure policy. During one of our recent circle times, our preschoolers loved this
activity that included learning colors and shapes. After reading a shape book, we set the color bowls in the
center of the circle. During the activity, our preschoolers identified the shapes they were given and placed
them in the matching color bowl. These simple hands-on activities at circle time allow all the children to be
involved at once, building self-confidence. This post contains affiliate links for your convenience. Circle time
is a great way to introduce concepts to our 3 year olds through group activities. They were then invited to
come to the center of the circle when called to sort their shapes into the matching bowls. The children placed
their shapes in front of them. As they did so, they told us the color and the shape, if known. Activities such as
these allow me to assess the children. By taking pictures, I can go back and look at them later and make notes
in my assessment binder. This helps greatly when it is time to do evaluations. Group activities promote
awareness of a community. Everyone is working together on the same activity. They are learning how to come
forward and share. They are learning to help each other when solving problems. They are listening to each
other. When planning circle time activities, we make sure they are not too long. For 3 year olds, we keep each
group time under 15 minutes. For this reason, we have 3 or even 4 separate circle times during our 3 hours.
Our first circle time is after all the children arrive. This is when we say good morning and introduce the
materials we will be using. Our second circle time is before snack, when our class helper reports the weather
and we do a group activity. Our third circle time is after snack, as we are transitioning to leave for the gym.
We use this time to sing songs and do finger plays. Our last circle time is when we return from the gym and
need to calm our bodies down. This is when one of the teachers will read a story.
4: Preschool Lesson Plan on Heart Shapes: Songs, Books and Assessment
This free printable book and shapes activity set will keep them happily engaged all the while learning about colors and
shapes in one tidy booklet. Once they're done, tuck the shapes neatly in the binder to come back to over and again.

5: FREE Learning Shapes Printable Preschool Book
If you are looking for the book Pre K Workbooks Set of 4 Activity Books, Learn; Letters, Colors, Shapes, Numbers,
Counting, Reading and the Alphabet.

6: Activity Plan Mixed Ages: Let's Play Musical Shapes | Scholastic
A Printable Activity Book A small, triangular shaped book about triangles, with pages: circle the triangles, draw a
triangle, definition of an equilateral triangle, definition of an isosceles triangle, and definition of a right triangle.

7: Learning Colors and Shapes Activity
Sticker activity books on eight favourite subjects, ideal for children aged three and over -Each book features pages of
photographic images with simple text labels, over 30 stickers to find and match to the corresponding shadows, plus fun
pictures to colour in.

8: 11 Books That Teach Kids About Shapes
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Make learning colors and shapes fun with this colorful workbook! Differentiating colors and shapes is the basis of
cognitive development this product helps children begin building that foundation.

9: Books to Print: Shapes at www.enganchecubano.com
Choose the right books for your classroom with activity books in a wide variety of subjects, including math, science,
geography, history, and fundamental skills. Get your students ready for the day's math lesson with activity books
featuring engaging warm-up questions, word problems, and math dilemmas.
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